
Drawing on 150 years of perfumery, each scent creation has its own story to tell…  of tradition, 
history, myth…  always with a little whimsy or twist of quirkiness that brings it into the modern day.

A perfect fit for ladies and gents with exceptional taste; displaying good judgment and 
perfect decorum, but not afraid to veer off the tracks to show a little personality.

A SPLENDIDLY BRITISH 
OLFACTIVE ADVENTURE

Iconic member of the Trade Route Collection with its bold, luxurious scents for adventurous noses: 
Halfeti boasts an intoxicating, mysterious fragrance. Vigorous grapefruit, Levantine spice and rose 
tangle in the moonlight... but what’s that upon the riverbank? Could it be the fabled black rose?

Halfeti

Penhaligon’s is perhaps the world’s most esteemed 
fragrance house, entertaining discerning noses 

– be they royalty or not.



www.ada-cosmetics.com  

putting beauty into travel
surprising, sustainable & safe

ENTERTAINING THE 
WORLD’S NOSTRILS

Sink into layers and layers of 
perfumed pleasure. Wash away 
the woes and allow the mind to 
drift upon a sea of bliss and afar 
destinations, with Penhaligon’s 
Halfeti range.

KEY FEATURES

Iconic design
Opulent & mysterious: 
woody floral scent
For those partial to daring   
discovery

Refillable Dispensers

Pump Dispenser 300  ml / 10.1 fl. oz. Shower Gel*
Shampoo* 
Conditioner*
Body Lotion
Liquid Soap

PHA300CNSHG
PHA300CNSHA
PHA300CNCON
PHA300CNBOL
PHA300CNLQS

Refills 3  l / 101.4 fl. oz. Shower Gel*
Shampoo* 
Conditioner*
Body Lotion
Liquid Soap

PHAB03EUSHG
PHAB03EUSHA
PHAB03EUCON
PHAB03EUBOL
PHAB03EULQS

Individual Sizes

Bottles 30  ml / 1 fl. oz Shower Gel 
Shampoo
Conditioner
Body Lotion 

PHA030PESHG
PHA030PESHA
PHA030PECON
PHA030PEBOL

50  ml / 1.6 fl. oz. Shower Gel 
Shampoo
Conditioner
Body Lotion 

PHA050PESHG
PHA050PESHA
PHA050PECON
PHA050PEBOL

100  ml / 3.3 fl. oz. Shower Gel  
Shampoo  
Conditioner
Body Lotion 

PHA100PESHG
PHA100PESHA
PHA100PECON
PHA100PEBOL

Soaps 30  g / 1 oz.
50  g / 1.6 oz.

Soap in pleat wrap
Soap in pleat wrap

   *on demand, moqs apply

PHA030JESPW
PHA050JESPW

STAY FIT, FORMIDABLE 
& FIERCELY FRAGRANT 

WITH   PENHALIGON’S




